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A new regime in the expansion of a laser plasma into vacuum has been studied. In this regime, the 
number of fast ions increases sharply, and a thin shell containing up to half the total energy and a 
quarter of the total number of particles forms at the vacuum boundary of the plasma. The motion 
ofthis shell is stable. This transformation of the ion distribution function is achieved by applying 
microsecond CO, laser pulses to cylindrical and spherical targets. A model for the compression of 
the ions of the plasma corona into the shell is proposed. This model is based on the time variation 
of the absorption of radiant energy, the change in the flux of particles from the target, and the 
collective interaction of the ions in the course of the expansion. The target geometry plays an 
important role in the appearance of this shell structure in the plasma corona. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the research on the interaction of laser light 
with matter is aimed at laser fusion or the development of 
new fields of technology. I.' The plasmas produced as a result 
of this interaction have found applications in the laboratory 
modeling of processes of interest in space physics.' This re- 
search requires an understanding ofjust how the plasma ex- 
pands into vacuum. A general result of the numerous experi- 
mental and theoretical studies of the expansion of a plasma is 
the conclusion that the density decays essentially monotoni- 
cally, usually exponentially, with distance from the s ~ u r c e . ~  
Exceptional cases are local features near the critical density 
and the vacuum ion front, with a length scale on the order of 
the Debye length.'.4 Our experiments,%owever, have re- 
vealed a regime in which the laser plasma expands in the 
form of a thin, stable spherical shell which contains up to 
50% of the total energy and up to 25% of the total number of 
particles. The existence of this shell has been linked with the 
time variation of the plasma outflow conditions near the 
source.' In the present paper we are reporting a detailed 
study, including experiments and numerical simulations, of 
the entire ion compression process, starting at the target, and 
also of the role played by the target geometry in the forma- 
tion of the shell during the expansion of the laser plasma into 
vacuum. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. The experiments were carried out on the KI- 1 facili- 
ty', which was constructed for laboratory modeling of time- 
varying astrophysical phenomena. Laser plasmas are used in 
this research, e.g., in experiments on the mechanisms for the 
collisionless slowing of the envelopes of supernovae by the 
surrounding m e d i ~ m . ~  The facility includes a vacuum 
chamber 1.2 m in diameter and 5 m long with a residual 
pressure of lo-' torr and a source of laser light, with a pulse 
length which is adjustable over the range 0.1-3.0,us, with a 
wavelength /Z = 10.6 pm, and with an energy - 1 kJ. 

In the experiments we used targets of three types: a 
spherical target 1-3 mm in diameter, a cylindrical target, 
which was a filament 0.3 mm in diameter, and a plane target, 
which was a plate 5 mm thick. All the targets were made of 
polymerized caproactam, (C,H, ,ON),, . The spherical tar- 

get was suspended on a thin metal filament 0.1 mm in diame- 
ter. The laser beam was split up into two identical beams, 
which were focused in opposite radial directions onto a tab- 
let at the center of the chamber, and at its axis. The plane 
target was put in the same place but was illuminated from 
one side, at an angle 6 = 15" from the normal to the surface. 
The cross-sectional area of the beam in the target region was 
=:4 X 4 = 16 mm'. In these experiments we used a bell- 
shaped pulse with an adjustable length at half-maximum 
(from 0.05 to 0.5 ,us). The average power density on the 
target varied from shot to shot in the range 2.10'-2.10' W/ 
cm2. 

The plasma density n,  and the ion flux density at dis- 
tances r z  20-60 cm and at n,  < 1014 cmp3 were measured by 
double electrostatic p r o b e s 5 n d  ion  collector^.^ A large 
number (8-10) of special leads and also some movable 
probes made it possible to carry out measurements simulta- 
neously at various angles ( 8  and p) and at various distances 
from the target. The shape of the cloud was also monitored 
photographically with the help of an image converter. The 
charge and mass composition of the plasma was determined 
by a time-of-flight analyzer like that of Ref. 9. 

To measure the plasma density in the range n, 
z 3. 10'X-10'4 we used the following interferometers: 
( a )  a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with A = 0.694 pm,  
with visualization of a field of 5 0 ~  50 mm' and with a sensi- 
tivity of - 0.1 of a fringe. The measurement range here was 
n,  - 10'7-3.101X ~ m - ~ .  ( b )  Mach-Zehnder interferometers 
with photoelectric detection, with R = 0.633 p m  and 
A = 10.6,um, with a time resolution 5 5 ns, and with a spa- 
tial resolution - 1 mm. The measurement error here was 
+ 0.5. lop3  of a fringe. These interferometers were used to 

study the plasma dynamics in the range n,  =: 10'7-10'4 cm-3 
( r  = 1-9 cm, A =  0.63 p m )  and n,  z 10"-1015 cmp3 
( r z  10-18 cm, R = 10.6pm). The measurements were car- 
ried out at distances r = 1, 2,4, 6, 12, and 17 cm. The radial 
profile n,  ( r )  was calculated through numerical integration 
of the inverted Abel equation. 

The total number of particles Nand  the energy E were 
determined by the method described in detail in Ref. 10 and 
also by integration of the distribution n,  ( r ) .  

2. The measurements showed that the distribution of 
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the number of particles in the cloud which are moving into a 
unit solid angle, 

is determined by the target geometry. For a plane target, for 
example, we observed the familiar distribution dN/  
dCt-cosm 8, where m = 2-3 and the angle 6 is measured 
from the normal to the surface. In the case in which the 
length of a cylindrical target exceeded the beam diameter 
while the target was being illuminated from two sides, we 
found a similar distribution in the plane of the axis of the 
filament: dN /dl2 a j, a sinma, where a is the angle from the 
axis. In the plane perpendicular to the filament and contain- 
ing the laser beams, we observed a flux which was axisym- 
metric with respect to the axis of the target. The differences 
in the parameter values measured at various angles q, was at 
most f 15% in terms of the number of particles or 5% in 
terms of the average velocity. 

When we used a circular target we were able to produce 
a spherical cloud. This symmetry was retained up to a tablet 
diameter of 3 mm, which is comparable to the size of the 
beam, z 4  mm. In this case the flux contained N ~ 3 . 1 0 ' "  
particles with a total energy E=: 125 J. 

Under our experimental conditions, at the relatively 
low power q- lo9 W/cm2, the plasma flux distribution in 
the selected spatial plane was thus determined by the geome- 
try of the intersection of the target with this plane. In partic- 
ular, during the illumination of a filament the flux exhibited 
properties of both a sphere (axial symmetry) and a plane 
(the plasma distribution along the filament ). 

3. The measurements showed that at a given power level 
of the incident light the dynamics of the laser plasma and the 
density distribution n, (r,t) which is produced depend 
strongly on the length of the light pulse and the target geom- 
etry. 

Near the surface the nature of the flow and the behavior 
of the density are determined by the target parameters. Fig- 
ure 1 shows some tyical profiles n, ( r )  in the interval 3- 10"- 
1015 cm-"or v = 0 (a plane target) and v = 1 (a  cylindrical 
target). These profiles are along the axis which runs perpen- 
dicular to the surface and passes through the center of the 
laser beam. In the case of the plane target, the plasma is seen 
to build up to a level n, ( r )  = const over a scale r 5 4 ,  in 
complete accordance with a one-dimensional flow regime. 
At large distances r > 4 the flux ceases to be one-dimension- 

n,, cm-3 

FIG. 1 .  Profiles of the electron density near the surface of a plane target 
( v  = 0 )  and a cylindrical target ( v  = 1 ) exposed to a laser pulse with a 
length r = 0.5 ,us at half-maximum. 

FIG. 2. Profiles of the electron density of the laser plasma near a plane 
target during exposure to ( a )  a short light pulse, with 7 - 4 . 1  ,us, and (b)  a 
long one, with r = 0 . 5 ~ ~ .  a-The time, t, at the beginning of the pulse is 3 
ps; b--2.7 ,us. 

al, as transverse expansion begins to play an important role. 
The density decreases in accordance with n, ( r )  a r- In. Near 
a thin filament ( y  = 1) we observe a monotonic decay 
n e ( r ) - r - l 3  (Fig. 1) .  

Figures 2 and 3 show the plasma density profiles in the 
range n, z 10'5-10'2 cm-3 at distances 1-40 cm from the 
target. In the case of a short pulse, with T 5 0.1 ps, which is 
comparable to the hydrodynamic acceleration time 
r, - (1-10)4/c,, where 4 is the size of the illuminated part 
of the target, and c, is the sound velocity, the profile n, ( r )  
decreases monotonically with distance for any target config- 
uration (Fig. 2a). 

An increase in T, to ( lo2-lo3) 4/c, for spherical or 
cylindrical pellets resulted in a fundamental change in the 
dynamics of the laser plasma. As Fig. 3a shows, a plateau 
begins to form on the n, ( r )  profile as early as t = 0.41 ps. 
This actually means that there is a relative increase in the 
number of fast particles which are reaching the front of the 
cloud. A further increase in the relative number of such ions 
after the end of the light pulse creates a density peak (Fig. 

FIG. 3. Plasma density profiles at various times. a: 1-t = 0.2; 2-4.41; 
3-0.9 ,us. b: t = 1.5 ,us. c: t = 2.7 ps. Here a cylindrical target was ex- 
posed to a laser pulse with a length T - 0.5 ,us. Solid lines) data obtained 
with the interferometers; dashed lines) data obtained with the probes. 
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3b). In the case of the circular pellet, this process leads to the 
creation of a spherical plasma shell at the front of the cloud, 
containing up to 40% of the total number of particles in the 
cloud. The shell contains both light hydrogen ions and ions 
of carbon, with a maximum charge Z = 4 for this plasma. In 
the case of the cylindrical target, the shell, marked by the 
arrows in Fig. 4, is axisymmetric with respect to an axis, 
propagates in the angular interval a = 60 f 120", and con- 
tains up to -25% of the particles. This photograph was 
taken with the help of an image converter5 with a delay 
r = 3.6 ps; the shell radius is - 36 cm. 

Analysis of profiles of the type in Fig. 3 shows that the 
velocity of the front of the cloud increases throughout the 
light pulse, i.e., essentially over the time required for the 
formation of the shell ( - 1 ps)  at a scale r- V, - 10-15 cm 
( Vis the average velocity of the envelope). At large distance 
( r >  V,) the motion of the shell is inertial, at a constant ve- 
locity. The shell thickness increases from Ar = 1-1.5 cm at 
r = 20 cm to Ar = 4 cm at r = 60 cm, while the density falls 
off in accordance with n -rP3. The number of particles in 
the shell remains constant within the measurement error 
( + 20%) in this stage of the process. 

We studied the formation of the shell at the front of the 
cloud. Previous experiments%ad shown that as the light 
pulse length is increased to r z  3 ps  there may be an expan- 
sion of plasma in the form of two or even three shells. These 
shells are apparently produced at different times, according 
to an analysis of their R-t diagrams. 

To conclude our discussion of the experimental data, 
we consider the effect of recombination on the formation of 
the observed structure of the cloud. During the application 
of short-wave light (1 5 I pm, n,, k lo2' cmP3) to a target, 
we know"." that the ion composition of the plasma is deter- 
mined by recombination and is characterized by a sharp de- 
crease in the number of ions with increasing ion charge. An 
increase in the wavelength to 10.6pm and a reduction of the 
critical plasma density to n,, z lOI9 substantially 
change the charge composition of the plasma, in the direc- 
tion of an increase in the average charge of the particles.I3 
According to our measurements, during quasisteady heating 
for - 1 ,us, i.e., during the expansion of the plasma to r=: 10- 
15 cm, the cloud consists of protons and multiply charged 
carbon ions (55% Ht,  30% C4+, and 15% C3+;  Ref. 14). 

FIG. 4. Photograph of an expanding laser plasma. The exposure time is 50 
ns. The bright central region is the slow part of the plasma. The two 
symmetric spots at the radius of the shell are the mirrors which focus the 
light onto the target. 

The apparent interpretation is a decrease in the effectiveness 
of recombination, with the ionization rate and the velocity of 
the gas-dynamic expansion playing a dominant role.I5 

3. NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE DYNAMICS OF A LASER 
PLASMA DURING TIME-VARYING PLASMA OUTFLOW 

The set of experimental results suggests the following 
interpretation. As the pulse length is increased, the time 
variation of the plasma production near the target begins to 
have a strong effect on the dynamics of the plasma corona. 
This time variation results from both the finite width of the 
front of the light pulse, which is greater than the gas-dynam- 
ics length scales, and the instability of the process by which 
the plasma is produced during the application of the light to 
the target.I6 The result may be the formation of a plasma 
cloud with a continuously varying velocity or of several 
successive plasmoids, which expand away from the target at 
different velocities. The interaction of these plasmoids oc- 
curs at distances r>R, ( R o  is the target radius), in the stage 
of the inertial gas-dynamics motion, i.e., in a manner inde- 
pendent of M / Z .  This interaction leads to restructuring of 
the plasma cloud. 

The numerical simulation of the dynamics of the corona 
expansion was carried out for moderate power densities of 
the light, q 5 101° W/cm2. These values correspond to ion 
and electron temperatures TeSi 5 30 eV near the point with 
the critical density n,, =: lOI9 (Ref. 11). At these pa- 
rameter values the mean free path is l- 6 .  cm and the 
condition I/Ro< 1 holds so we can use the single-velocity 
hydrodynamic equations near the target: 

If we assume an adiabatic expansion of the corona with 
y = 5/3, then the mean free path I -T2 /n -n2 'y ' . 5 '  falls 
off with distance from the target, and the condition for a 
collisional regime is satisfied better. Estimating the length 
scale of the thermal conductivity, (D,t) 'I2-- (lu,,t) 'I2-0.4 
cm with t z  1 ps, and examining the formation of the shell at 
distances r- 8-15 cm, we ignore (in a first approximation) 
the heat fluxes, the deviation of the electron temperature 
from the ion temperature, and the magnetic fields during an 
expansion which is not spherically symmetric. Working 
from the experimental data, which show a decrease n, -r-' 
in the electron density after the end of the laser pulse, i.e., 
working from the position that the additional heating due to 
possible three-particle recombination does not affect the ex- 
pansion and also the fact that the shell and the cloud consist 
primarily of C4+ ions, with an ionization potential U4 = 64 
eV, and hydrogen ions H+,  we eliminated recombination 
from the original equations. 

As a result of the simplifications, the one-dimensional 
hydrodynamic model for the formation of the shell with a 
single ion species (hydrogen) takes the form 
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where Y = 0,1,2 is a geometric factor which distinguishes the 
planar, cylindrical, and spherical cases, respectively; and y is 
the adiabatic index. These equations have been normalized 
in terms of R,, the coordinate of the surface or the radius of 
the target; Mn,, the critical density for light with the given 
wavelength; c,, = (yT ,JM)  'I2, the sound velocity; and T, 
the temperature at the critical point. At the vacuum bound- 
ary the pressure is zero: p = 0. The boundary conditions at 
the source, whose coordinate r = R ,  is assumed to remain 
constant, are written in the form 

n=n,, ( t ) ,  U =  (TIT,)" ( 2 )  

and corresponds to outflow from a Chapman-Jouguet point. 
After the Chapman-Jouguet point is passed, the plasma flow 
becomes supersonic. At this point, radiation changes the 
temperature and the related velocity according to conditions 
( 2 ) ,  but the density remains constant. The Chapman-Jou- 
guet point and the point with the critical density are essen- 
tially the same in comparison with the radius at which the 
shell appears, - 10 cm, and are near the target surface.'' 

System ( 1 )  with boundary conditions ( 2 )  determines 
the mathematical formulation of the problem. The time vari- 
ation of the plasma production process is taken into account 
through a change in the initial conditions f (  t )  . From the gas- 
dynamics standpoint, this problem is the decay of an arbi- 
trary discontinuity in flow with a free vacuum boundary. 

System ( 1 ) was solved numerically on an Eulerian grid 
by a method similar to the particle-in-cell method of Ref. 18. 
The algorithm underwent a battery of tests which had been 
used previously to develop new schemes for the equations of 
gas dynamics." The ability of the scheme to reflect the spe- 
cific features of the problem of the expansion of a gas into 
vacuum was checked through a comparison with completely 
conservative schemes.20 In order to keep the number of grid 
points in the shell itself from falling below 100, we chose a 
total number of points 5 2. lo3. The step of the time integra- 
tion was usually T, = 0.27,, where r, is the extreme value 
permitted by the stability condition for this method. The 
fronts of the shock waves were smeared over up to eight 
zones by an artificial viscosity, but with such a fine grid this 
had no substantial effect on the results of the calculations. 

If we take the function f ( t )  to be a step function 

the solution of the problem in the case of a constant y de- 
pends on Q = T,/T,,, T and the geometric factor Y. The mass 
and energy of the plasma which is expanding in space are 
related unambiguously to the time r up to the instant at 
which the conditions at the source change. The dynamics of 
the perturbation at the outflow point which is formed in the 
process does not depend on the time r before it arrives at the 
vacuum boundary. The parameter r thus affects the evolu- 
tion of a perturbation in a comparatively late stage of the 

FIG. 5. Calculated profiles of ( I )  the density, ( 2 )  the velocity, and ( 3 )  
the temperature of the plasma with distance from the target in plane ge- 
ometry ( t  = 1.5). 

expansion. A change in Q involves the appearance of a rar- 
efaction region for Q < 1 or a compression region for Q > 1 .  
Figures 5-7 show results calculated in plane geometry, cy- 
lindrical geometry, and spherical geometry with r = 1, 
Q = 4, and y = 5/3. 

As was shown in Ref. 2 1, the decay of the initial discon- 
tinuity of problem ( 1 ), ( 2 )  proceeds through the formation 
of either a pair of shock waves or  a shock wave and a rarefac- 
tion wave. In plane geometry, in which the directed velocity 
is on the order of the local sound velocity, we are dealing 
with the latter of these (Fig. 5 ) .  A shock wave at r z  1 moves 
through the plasma of the first flow. At this shock wave, 
there is a jump in the temperature and also in the velocity. 
The second rapid increase in the temperature corresponds to 
the contact surface between the first and second flows. The 
velocity is continuous at  this boundary, while the density 
jumps. The amplitude of this jump is determined by the pres- 
sure continuity condition, and for the given outflow condi- 
tions, ( 2 ) ,  with a constant density at the boundary, it cannot 
exceed ( y + 1 )/( y - 1 ). The slow variation in the tempera- 
ture, the density, and the velocity as a function of position 
near the source, accompanied by a subsequent decrease in 
the gradients of these properties, is a consequence of the at- 
tainment of a steady-state outflow solution. The solution 
differs from the familiar problem of the decay of an arbitrary 
discontinuity in that there is a vacuum boundary. As a re- 

FIG. 6. Calculated profiles corresponding to Fig. 5 but for cylindrical 
geometry ( r  = 1.5). 
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FIG. 7. Calculated profiles corresponding to Fig. 5 but for spherical ge- 
ometry ( t  = 1.5). 

sult, the vacuum front is accelerated. This acceleration leads 
in turn to a redistribution of the density, with a density maxi- 
mum forming near the contact surface. 

In the cylindrical case with v = 1, T = 1, and Q = 4, 
shown in Fig. 6, the decay of the discontinuity occurs 
through the formation of a pair of shock waves, which prop- 
agate away from the contact surface. One of these waves (the 
outer one) propagates in the first flow in the direction of the 
vacuum; the second (inner) wave propagates in the second 
flow toward the source. These shock waves are carried in the 
direction of the free boundary by the flow of matter, so the 
velocity of the inner shock wave is positive in the laboratory 
coordinate system. The positions of the shock wave in Fig. 6 
are determined from the temperature maxima, which coin- 
cide with the discontinuities on the velocity plot. At these 
points, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations hold very accurate- 
ly. The temperature decreases between the shock waves, 
reaching a local minimum roughly at the contact surface, 
while the density behind the shock wave continues to grow, 
so it reaches its maximum value in the perturbation at the 
same point. The ratio of the density at the maximum to that 
ahead of the front of the outer shock wave is greater than the 
limiting value of the compression attainable at the shock 
front, ( y  + 1 ) / (  y - 1 ). The thermal energy.in the layer of 
compressed matter is an order of magnitude lower than its 
kinetic energy, so the layer is stable during an expansion out 
to large distances. 

In spherical geometry (Fig. 7 ) ,  in contrast to the cylin- 
drical case, the temperature of the flows in the interaction 
region is even lower. Between the shock waves there is a 
layer of matter which has been compressed and heated by the 
shock waves; this layer is made up of equal numbers of parti- 
cles from the first and second flows. This circumstance 
means that the mass fluxes across the shock fronts are equal 
in magnitude. The ratio of the thermal energy to the kinetic 
energy in the layer continuously decreases as the layer 
moves, reaching a value -0.025 by the time corresponding 
to Fig. 7. This decrease is a consequence of the work per- 
formed by the inner layers of the medium on the outer layers 
in the course of the expansion of the matter. The compres- 
sion of the medium in the layer, A = p,,, /p, (the ratio of the 
density at the maximum to that ahead of the inner shock 
wave), increases as the layer moves toward the outer bound- 
ary. It exhibits a tendency toward limited growth when the 

initial temperature increases in the region Q 2 10 for a given 
coordinate. The maximum compression A found in the cal- 
culations is A=: 16% ( y  + l ) / ( ~  - l ) .  Saturation is reached 
primarily because of the growth of the velocity of the outer 
shock wave and thus the predominant unidirectional expan- 
sion of the layer toward the vacuum boundary. The high 
velocity of the outer shock wave determines the asymmetry 
which arises in the density jump, with a gently sloping front 
and a steeper trailing edge. This density distribution persists 
even after the outer shock wave reaches the vacuum bound- 
ary and the first flow is compressed. From this point on, the 
masses of the first and second flows in the shell are no longer 
equal, and the envelope itself asymptotically undergoes a 
further acceleration to the velocity of the second flow. In this 
stage, the expansion of the shell becomes inertial, with a self- 
similar spreading after the formation, Ar/r- 0.1. 

Figure 8 shows density distributions of the laser plasma 
found experimentally, along with calculated results for a 
spherical target, for conditions similar to the experimental 
conditions, with T =  q A ,  where k = 4/9 (Ref. 11 ): 

Comparison of the calculated and experimental curves re- 
veals that the results agree qualitatively and that numerical 
model ( 1 ) can be used to explain the formation of an enve- 
lope. The shell contains 40% of the total number of particles 
and 48% of the total energy out to the coordinate r=: 15.5 
cm. In the case of the plane target, three-dimensional effects 
play an important role at large length scales, and it would be 
incorrect to directly compare the experimental results with 
the numerical model ( 1 ), which predicts that there will be 
no compression of ions. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It follows from these experimental and calculated re- 
sults that the formation of a stable shell with a density in- 
crease n,,, /n,, > ( y + 1 ) /(  y - 1 ) during the expansion can 
be attributed to a cooling of the matter in the course of the 
motion. The mechanism for the cooling and the compression 
is clear from an analysis of the plasma dynamics in various 
geometric cases of the motion. 

FIG. 8. Experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) profiles of 
the density along the spatial coordinate as the shell moves = 16.5 cm away 
from the target. The initial density in the calculation was n; = 0.8.10" 
~ m - ~ .  
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As was shown above, in the plane case the temperature 
and the sound velocity vary slowly over distance near the 
target. Consequently, the flows collide at values M, - 1, 
close to their initial values, and no gas-dynamics flow with 
two shock waves arises during the decay of the discontinuity. 
In principle, a pair of shock waves can form in this geometry 
and propagate away from each other; they appear in the col- 
lision of supersonic flows of matter." In  this case, however, 
the layer of medium which lies between the shock waves and 
which is characterized by the parameters of these waves can 
undergo a change in volume only along the direction of the 
velocity. Accordingly, the compression of the plasma 
between the shock does not exceed ( y  + l ) / ( y  - 1)  as the 
medium moves toward the vacuum, and the thermal energy 
of the layer is extended on an expansion of the layer in the 
direction in which the shock waves are propagating. 

In the cylindrical and spherical versions, the medium of 
the layer can cool off adiabatically, expanding in a direction 
perpendicular to the direction of motion. In this case the 
thermal energy of the plasma between the shock waves is 
expended on an acceleration of this plasma. The density 
jump at the shock fronts tends toward ( y + 1 ) /( y - 1 ) (as 
M, - ), since the shock waves are propagating through the 
medium near the target which has cooled off. 

The plasma temperature in the layer is determined by 
the heating of this plasma at  the shock fronts and by adiaba- 
tic cooling. The temperature accordingly decreases with dis- 
tance from the wavefront, reaching a minimum near the con- 
tact surface. Taking into account the pressure equalization 
in the space between the shock fronts, we conclude that a 
density maximum n,,, /no  > ( y  + 1 ) / ( y  - 1 ) forms at the 
contact surface. 

In analyzing the dynamics of the shell we must note that 
the inner and outer shock waves move through a medium 
with a density which decreases continuously (basically in 
accordance with n a t ', where v = 2 )  during the expan- 
sion of the plasma cloud, and the velocity of these waves with 
respect to the medium decreases." 

The presence of a sink for the thermal energy ( a  conver- 
sion into kinetic energy of the directed motion), the addi- 
tional cooling due to the transverse expansion, and the de- 
crease in the velocity of the shock waves have the 
consequence that there is only a slight spreading of the layer 
which is formed in the spherical and cylindrical cases. This 
result in turn has the consequence that there is an effective 
concentration of a large number of particles and a large 
amount of energy in the stable shell which detaches from the 
source. 

CONCLUSION 

The present experiments have shown that a regime of 
plasma expansion into vacuum in which a shell forms pre- 
vails when a target is exposed to microsecond-range, long- 
wave light from a CO, laser with a smooth pulse shape, in 
which case the rise time of the pulse is greater than the ion 
acceleration time, and the power density ( 10'-10"' W/cm2) 
determines an approximately collisional flow of plasma with 
adiabatic cooling. The time variation of the energy absorp- 

tion, the geometric factor, and (in particular) the type of 
target, which can determine the initial stage of the expansion 
and cooling of the plasma, play a decisive role in the forma- 
tion of a stable shell with a large number of particles and with 
a large fraction of the initial energy at significant distances 
from the target. We have determined the mechanism for the 
formation of a cloud of laser plasma in the form of a plasma 
shell with a slight density increase and a large ratio ( y + 1 ) /  
( y - 1 ). We should also note that the processes studied here 
d o  not depend on the nature of the source, being determined - 
exclusively by the working regime of the source. For this 
reason, the results found here can be used to explain, for 
example, the dynamics of the detachment of matter and its 
compression into a thin envelope during supernova explo- 
s i o n ~ . ~ ~  
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